
Artisan Farming book. Read 3 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Artisan FarmingLessons, Lore, and Recipes from New MexicoAsti... Â Laden with rich photos, ripe with human interest stories, and bounteous with tantalizing recipes, Artisan Farming explores this state's one-of-a-kind agricultural heritage and the revival of traditional, organic, and "artisan" farming. Explore these Artisan Farming, Lessons, Lore, and Recipes from New Mexico. Artisan Farming focuses on the unique farming culture of New Mexico. Laden with rich photos, ripe with human interest stories, and bounteous with tantalizing recipes, Artisan Farming explores this state's one-of-a-kind agricultural heritage and the revival of tradition You can write a book review and share your experiences. Other readers will always be interested in your opinion of the books you've read. Whether you've loved the book or not, if you give your honest and detailed thoughts then people will find new books that are right for them. 1. Tecnologias Del Yo. Items related to Artisan Farming: Lessons, Lore and Recipes from New Harris, Richard; Fox, Lisa Artisan Farming: Lessons, Lore and Recipes from New Mexico. ISBN 13: 9781423601333. Artisan Farming: Lessons, Lore and Recipes from New Mexico. Harris, Richard; Fox, Lisa. 3.2 avg rating â€” 3. Explore the unique farming culture of New Mexico through stories, recipes, and photographs in this book of rustic artisanal living. Life is hard for the artisanal farmers of New Mexico—but they wouldn't have it any other way. They take pride in their land, their soil, their crops, and their families. Competition for business is friendly and cordial. Neighbors help neighbors, and community is key. They eagerly await the farmers markets not only to sell their wares, but to renew their friendships and swap stories of their mishaps, trials, and adventures. Explore the unique farming culture of New Mexico through stories, recipes, and photographs in this book of rustic artisanal living. Life is hard for the artisanal farmers of New Mexico—but they wouldn't have it any other way. They take pride in their land, their soil, their crops, and their families. Photographs by Trent Edwards. Artisan Farming, Lessons, Lore, and Recipes. Digital Edition v1.0. Text Â© 2008 Richard Harris.